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Abstract
In episodic memory tasks, associations are formed between items presented close together
in time. The temporal context model (TCM) hypothesizes that this contiguity effect is a
consequence of shared temporal context rather than temporal proximity per se. Using
double function lists of paired associates (e.g. A-B, B-C) presented in a random order, we
examined associations between items that were not presented close together in time but
were presented in similar temporal contexts. For instance A and C do not appear in close
temporal proximity, but both occur in the context of B. After learning long
double-function lists, across-pair associations fell off with distance in the list, as if
participants were able to integrate the disparate experiences with the items into a
coherent memory structure. Within-pair associations (e.g. A-B) were strongly asymmetric
favoring forward transitions; across-pair associations (e.g. A-C) showed no evidence for
asymmetry. While this pattern of results presented a stern challenge for a
heteroassociative mediated chaining model, TCM provided an excellent fit to the data.
These findings raise the possibility that contiguity effects in episodic memory do not
reflect direct associations between items but rather a process of binding, encoding and
retrieval of a gradually-changing representation of temporal context.
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Bridging the gap: Transitive associations between items
presented in similar temporal contexts

Episodic memory refers to the ability to vividly remember specific events situated in
a particular spatiotemporal context (Tulving, 2002, 1983). The question of how the
disparate stimuli that constitute an episode are bound together into an episodic memory
for that event is a fundamental question in the study of human memory. Temporal
contiguity effects have been extensively studied in the lab using the free recall task, in
which subjects recall a list of words in the order they come to mind. The conditional
response probability as a function of lag (lag-CRP) developed by Kahana and colleagues
(e.g. Howard & Kahana, 1999; Kahana, 1996; Kahana, Howard, Zaromb, & Wingfield,
2002; Klein, Addis, & Kahana, 2005) estimates the probability of making a recall
transition from a just-recalled words to other words in the list as a function of their
temporal distance in the list. For instance if the 10th word in a list of 20 has just been
recalled in a delayed free recall experiment, then, all other things being equal, the next
word the subject recalls is more likely to come from a nearby serial position (e.g. serial
position 9 or 11) than a remote serial position (e.g. 5 or 15). The lag-CRP falls off
gradually with distance, or lag, over several list positions.1 In addition, lag-CRP functions
in free recall show an asymmetry such that transitions forward in the list (e.g. a transition
from item 10 to item 11) are more likely than transitions backward in the list (e.g. a
transition from item 10 to item 9). Graded contiguity effects have been observed in a wide
variety of conditions in free recall and a wide variety of episodic memory tasks (for a
review see Kahana, Howard, & Polyn, 2008), suggesting that they reflect a very general
property of episodic memory.
Explanations of the contiguity effect can be classified into two broad classes which
we refer to here as heteroassociative and retrieved context accounts. Heteroassociative
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distributed memory models share the assumption that item representations are directly
associated to one another (e.g., Chappell & Humphreys, 1994; Murdock, 1982;
Humphreys, Bain, & Pike, 1989; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980; Lewandowsky & Murdock,
1989). An important question in formulating a heteroassociative model is how the
representations of items presented at different times are simultaneously available so that
they can be bound together. Classic notions of a limited capacity short-term store serve
just this function (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Jensen & Lisman, 2005; Raaijmakers &
Shiffrin, 1980; Kahana, 1996). In the search of associative memory (SAM, Raaijmakers &
Shiffrin, 1980) model the strength of the association between items in long-term memory
is incremented when they are coactive in short-term memory, enabling SAM to describe
contiguity effects in free recall (Kahana, 1996; Sirotin, Kimball, & Kahana, 2005).
In the temporal context model (TCM, Howard & Kahana, 2002; Howard, Fotedar,
Datey, & Hasselmo, 2005; Sederberg, Howard, & Kahana, in press), temporal contiguity
effects are not the consequence of direct heteroassociative connections, but rather a
consequence of items’ ability to be bound to and recover a gradually-changing
representation of temporal context. Put another way, rather than relying on item-to-item
associations, as heteroassociative models do, TCM produces temporal contiguity effects as
a consequence of item-to-context-to-item associations. Suppose a pair of words
absence—hollow is presented. During study, the encoding context for each pair is
composed of elements retrieved by each member of the pair. During study, the item
representation for hollow is associated with the encoding context of the pair. When
absence is repeated as a cue, part of the encoding context of the pair is recovered.
Because the context retrieved by absence at test overlaps with the encoding context of
hollow, the result is a behaviorally observed association between absence and hollow.
Heteroassociative and contextual recovery accounts of episodic association cannot be
distinguished by their ability to describe the form of temporal contiguity effects in
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standard episodic memory tasks.2 In order to differentiate the predictions of these
accounts of contiguity effects in episodic memory, we need to go beyond simple temporal
proximity. According to TCM items presented close together in time become associated to
each other not because of their temporal proximity per se, but because of the similarity
between the encoding context of one item and the context recovered by the other. As long
as there is similarity between these states of context, items should become associated to
each other regardless of whether they were actually presented in close temporal proximity.
In double-function lists of paired associates (Primoff, 1938, see also Figure 1), items
from different pairs do not co-occur, but there is an overlap in the temporal contexts in
which they are studied. A double-function list might include the pairs absence–hollow
and hollow–pupil. Note that the order in which the pairs are presented to the
participant does not correspond to the structure of the list (Figure 1a). To the extent the
subject learns the across-pair structure (Figure 1b), it must be inferred, or integrated,
from temporally distinct events. In learning these pairs, absence and pupil are never
presented as part of the same pair. Moreover, although a pair including absence and a
pair including pupil may occasionally by chance be presented in close temporal proximity,
hollow is no more likely to occur close in time to absence than any other item from the
list that is not part of a pair involving absence. However, absence and pupil are both
presented in the context of hollow. The contextual retrieval hypothesis predicts that
absence and pupil should become associated due to this commonality of the contexts in
which they were experienced. In this paper, we present the results of a study in which
participants learn a long list of double-function pairs. We compare the associative
strength between the items that compose the pairs as a function of their “distance” in the
double-function list by examining intrusions and transition probabilities from a final free
recall session. The existence and form of these across-item associations, along with
quantitative modeling, support a retrieved context account of these findings.
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Insert Figure 1 about here

Associations that bridge across double-function pairs have been observed previously
(Popper, 1959; Slamecka, 1976; Bunsey & Eichenbaum, 1996). However, the existence of
associations that bridge across pairs in a double function list is not itself sufficient to rule
out a heteroassociative account of temporal contiguity effects. Associations among items
that were never presented together could be reconciled with heteroassociative models using
mediated chaining (Slamecka, 1976). One can explain a behaviorally-observed association
between absence and pupil if the item representation for hollow is activated as an
intermediate step. Mediated chaining could result in a bridging association at retrieval if
the subject surreptitiously retrieves a link in the chain but, for whatever reason, withholds
the response waiting until the next link in the chain is traversed. Heteroassociative
mediated chaining accounts predict a strong dependence between bridging associations
and the links in the chain that must be traversed to bridge between the items.
Heteroassociative models may either predict associative symmetry between members
of a pair, such that after learning a pair A − B, the backward association B − A is just as
strong as A − B, or asymmetry within pair, presumably reflecting stronger A − B
associations than B − A associations. However, if a heteroassociative model has
asymmetric associations, then it would tend to predict that the asymmetry observed
within a single pair is amplified for remote associations as multiple asymmetric links must
be traversed. To anticipate the results of the present experiment, we observed a strong
asymmetry in adjacent associations between members of a pair, coupled with a much
smaller asymmetry between items from different pairs. As a matter of fact, we found no
positive evidence for asymmetry for remote transitions. If the heteroassociations are
symmetric, then the mediated chaining model has difficulty accounting for the dramatic
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within-pair asymmetry we observed. If the heteroassociations are asymmetric, as one
would expect from the asymmetry of the adjacent associations, then the model has
difficulty accounting for the much smaller, not significantly different from zero, asymmetry
across-pairs.3 Explicit modeling of a heteroassociative mediated chaining model will
illustrate the difficulty that mediated chaining models have in accounting for this pattern
of findings.
Utilizing Caplan’s (2005) isolation principle to adapt a model of list memory to
pairs (see also Caplan, Glaholt, & McIntosh, 2006), we simulated the pairs as a series of
completely isolated two-item serial lists. TCM provides an excellent account of the data,
including the divergence the strong asymmetry observed in the adjacent transitions and
the much-reduced asymmetry observed in the remote transitions. Asymmetry in the
adjacent transitions is not amplified in the remote transitions because of the way
associations work in TCM. Associations in TCM are not formed directly between items
but are mediated by the effect items have on context, which then cues other items for
recall. More specifically, there are two components of retrieved context which have
different properties; one of these components is essential for remote associations among
items (Howard et al., 2005). The description of the model and its properties are explained
in more detail in the Modeling section after presentation of the experiment.
Experiment
Subjects were presented with a list of paired associates containing both
double-function and single-function pairs (see Figure 1). Single-function pairs, e.g.
police-window, are just standard, non-overlapping, paired associates. The
double-function pairs give rise to a linked-list (Figure 1, right). Linked-list lag provides a
convenient means to describe the distance between two items in the linked-list. For
instance, consider the word pupil in the linked-list in Figure 1. The correct response to
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the stimulus pupil is river, which is one step forward in the chain at a linked-list lag of
+1. If pupil was given as a probe and the subject responded hollow, this would be a
backward intrusion associated with a linked-list lag of −1. Items with a linked-list lag of
±1 were actually presented together as part of the same pair. Larger absolute values of
linked-list lag separate double-function items that were not presented together. For
instance, the linked-list lag between pupil and darling is +2 and the linked-list lag from
pupil to absence is −2. Linked-list lag allows us to compare the probability of intrusions
or recall transitions as a function of their recall direction by comparing linked-list lags
with the same absolute value (e.g. comparing +1 to −1). We can also look for the
presence of bridging associations by looking for an effect of the absolute value of linked-list
lag on associations between pairs that were not presented together (absolute value of
linked-list lag ≥ 2).
We will examine the associations formed between double-function items, both
within and across pair, in two ways. One is to observe the intrusions subjects make during
paired associates testing. Subjects also performed surprise final free recall (FFR) of all
items at the end of the experimental session. Transitions in this final free recall period
presumably reflect the organization of information in memory in the relative absence of
strategies to edit out intrusions during cued recall testing. The CRP of recall transitions
as a function of linked-list lag during FFR provides a means to estimate the strength of
the associations between those items. Insofar as this measure reflects associations between
items that were not presented close together in time, this can be seen as a measure of the
extent to which participants’ memories were able to extract the linked-list structure from
the collection of double function pairs.
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Methods
Participants. Two-hundred-sixteen participants participated for course credit in an
introductory psychology class at Syracuse University.
Materials. Study words were chosen from the noun subset of the Toronto word pool
(Friendly, Franklin, Hoffman, & Rubin, 1982). Study lists were composed of 35
double-function pairs consisting of 36 distinct words and 8 single-function pairs consisting
of 16 distinct words. The double-function pairs were formed by choosing 36 words
randomly without replacement from the pool for each subject. The first two words were
assigned to the first pair. The second and third word were assigned to the second pair and
so on.
Procedure. Participants learned the pairs over four study-test trials. On each
study-test trial each pair was presented for study three times and then, after a delay, each
pair was tested once. This makes a total of twelve presentations of each pair over the
course of the experiment.
The order in which pairs were presented in each study-test trial was randomized
separately for each participant subject to the constraint that double-function pairs from
successive linked-list positions were never presented sequentially. This was done to ensure
that any associations across double-function pairs “adjacent” in the linked-list could not
be due to temporal contiguity. Words were presented one at a time in an uppercase font
for 1000 ms. Words were also presented auditorally in a female voice. Presentations of
items within a pair were separated by a delay of 100 ms, whereas pairs were separated by
a delay of 1800 ms. Prior to each test, subjects performed a true-false arithmetic
distractor for 30 s.
After the completion of the distractor task, each pair was tested one at a time. The
order of tests was randomized, again subject to the constraint that adjacent pairs in the
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linked-list were never tested successively. On each test, the stimulus element of each pair
was presented visually and auditorally as before. Subjects were instructed to recall the
word that followed the probe in a study pair. Participants were given 5 s to respond
verbally to each probe.
Following the last study-test trial, participants were administered a surprise FFR
test. The delay between the completion of the last test item and the beginning of the FFR
test was typically a few minutes, which consisted of time to notify the experimenter that
the study-test cycles were complete, time for the experimenter to set up the FFR test and
provide the participant with instructions for the FFR period. The length of this delay was
large relative to the spacing between the presentation of items—and each pair was
presented twelve times over several tens of minutes—so that recency effects in the FFR
test would be expected to be negligible. Participants were given five minutes to recall as
many study words as possible without regard to order. An experimenter encouraged
participants to continue attempting to recall for the entire five minute period.
Analyses.
We measured the proportion of remote (absolute value of linked-list lag ≥ 2)
double-function intrusions in response to a double-function paired-associate probe item
that came from each linked-list lag. Because pilot testing demonstrated edge effects in
recall of the pairs such that the first and last pairs in the linked-list were better recalled
(presumably due to reduced associative interference from other double-function items), we
omitted all intrusions in which the probe word or the remote intrusion was from the first
or last pair in the linked-list.
In order to evaluate the associative structure of the double-function lists revealed by
FFR transitions, we calculated an analogue of the lag-CRP developed to measure
temporally-defined associations (Kahana, 1996; Howard, Addis, Jing, & Kahana, 2007).
Given a pair of successively-recalled double-function items, this measure calculates the
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number of transitions at each linked-list lag divided by the number of correct recall
transitions that would have been possible at that linked-list lag given the actual items
that were recalled (see Howard et al., 2007, for details). We also re-ran this analysis
restricting our attention to pairs of successively-recalled double-function items that were
not part of the same pair (absolute value of linked-list lag ≥ 2). We ignored all transitions
and potential transitions where either of the items was a member of the very first or very
last pairs in the double-function list to avoid any possible edge effects.
Results and Discussion
We examine results from the paired associates testing before moving our attention
to the final free recall data.
Paired associates testing.

Insert Figure 2 about here

Examination of probability correct on the paired associate tests revealed that single
function pairs were learned better than double function pairs. Figure 2 shows the
probability of a correct recall for double-function pairs as a function of the probability of
recall for single-function pairs for each of the four study-test cycles. The left-most point
reflects the performance on the test after the first presentation of the list. If there were no
difference across pair types, the points would lie on the diagonal. In fact, the probability
of recall on the first trial was significantly greater for single function pairs .33 ± .03 than
double function pairs, .24 ± .02, t(96) = 4.84, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons for the other
learning trials were also highly significant. Moreover, the difference between single and
double-function pairs grew with learning, at least over the first couple of trials. A
repeated measures ANOVA showed significant main effects of pair type (single vs double),
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F (1, 672) = 391, MSe = 6.83, p < .001, trial number, F (3, 672) = 240, MSe = 4.20,
p < .001, as well as a significant interaction of pair type and trial F (3, 672) = 11.5,
MSe = .20, p < .001.
Most authors attribute the disadvantage for double function pairs relative to single
function pairs to associative interference from competing responses, especially the
backward response (Primoff, 1938; Young, 1961). That is, if a subject is given hollow as
a probe, the correct response is pupil. However, the backward association between
hollow and absence will create a tendency to make a backward intrusion (i.e. a
response at linked-list lag −1) which could interfere with the correct response. Because
single function pairs are not subject to interference from a backward association, this
should create an advantage for performance on single function pairs compared to double
function pairs. Similarly, remote bridging associations compete with correct recalls for
double-function but not single-function pairs.

Insert Table 1 about here

Table 1 shows the proportion of responses of various types to the double-function
probes. As can be seen from inspection of the table, there was a relatively large
proportion of backward intrusions that persisted across trials. Nonetheless, the proportion
of correct (forward) responses was larger at each trial, indicating an asymmetry. At each
of the four trials in Table 1, there is a highly significant pairwise difference between the
probability of a correct response and the probability of a backward intrusion (paired
t(215) from 9.87 to 19.7). To further quantify this apparent asymmetry, we ran a repeated
measures ANOVA on forward and backward response types (the first two columns of
Table 1) with trial as a factor. We found highly significant main effects of both response
direction (forward vs backward), F (1, 1505) = 1573.7, MSe = 25.9, p < .001, and trial
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F (3, 1505) = 100.1, MSe = 1.64, p < .001, as well as a highly significant interaction of trial
and direction F (3, 1505) = 106.93, MSe = 1.76, p < .001.4 We conclude that there was a
robust asymmetry between responses of linked-list lags +1 and −1 during paired associate
testing.
Table 1 also appears to show relatively large numbers of remote linked-list
intrusions. To estimate the size of the asymmetry in these remote bridging associations we
calculated the proportion of these remote intrusions that were observed at each linked-list
lag. If the remote intrusions were a consequence of bridging associations, then we would
expect that linked-list lag would have a significant effect on the probability of a remote
intrusion probability. Figure 3a shows the result of these analysis collapsed over all test
trials. First we note that there was a significant effect of linked-list lag on remote intrusion
proportion. We conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA with absolute value of linked-list
lag (2 through 7 inclusive) and recall direction (forward vs backward) as factors. We found
a main effect of linked-list lag, F (5, 2567) = 24.8, MSe = 0.16, p < .001, providing strong
evidence for the presence of remote bridging associations during double-function learning.
There was no effect of direction, F (1, 2567) = 1.56, MSe = 0.010, p > .2 nor an interaction
of intrusion direction and linked-list lag F (5, 2567) = 1.41, MSe = 0.009, p > .2. Despite
the strong asymmetry in adjacent responses (linked-list lags ±1, see Table 1) there was no
positive evidence for a corresponding asymmetry in the remote intrusions. The apparent
discrepancy between the asymmetry observed in adjacent and remote recalls here could be
due to the fact that backward adjacent responses are errors whereas forward adjacent
responses are not. Because of this difference in the instructions, we postpone directly
comparing adjacent and remote asymmetries until we discuss the FFR data.

Insert Figure 3 about here
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FFR transitions.
Figure 3b shows the results of the linked-list CRP calculated from the FFR
transitions. The first notable feature is a strong asymmetry between forward and
backward adjacent linked-list recall transitions. The linked-list CRP at a linked-list lag of
+1 was significantly greater than that observed at linked-list lag −1, paired-sample
t(215) = 6.39, p < .001. The asymmetry was not only significant, but it was large when
examined in terms of the size of the difference between the means and also examined as an
effect size. The difference between the linked-list CRPs at linked-list lags ±1 was .67 of
the value at linked list lag −1. The difference between the linked-list CRPs at linked-list
lags ±1 was almost equal to one standard deviation of the linked-list CRP at lag −1 (.97).
As with the responses to paired-associate testing, FFR transitions showed a strong
asymmetry among items that were presented as part of the same pair, i.e. items at
adjacent linked-list positions with lag ±1.
Figure 3c shows a version of the linked-list CRP that only considers remote
transitions that bridge across double-function pairs. That is, only remote transitions were
considered, thus eliminating adjacent transitions from both the numerator and
denominator of the measure calculated. The curve appears peaked in the center, with
transitions to linked-list lags of ±2 more likely than more remote linked-list lags and a
gradual decline across several linked-list lags. To confirm that the linked-list CRP was
elevated for more than just the lags ±2, we compared the linked-list CRP for small remote
lags to those from more remote lags. To do so, we calculated the average over more
remote lags (absolute values from 6 to 12, inclusive). The mean value of the linked-list
CRP for these more remote linked-list lags was 0.027 ± .001. We then compared this value
for more remote linked-list lags to the linked-list CRP, averaged across forward and
backward transitions, for specific values of linked-list lag. We found a significant difference
for linked-list lags ±2 (paired Wilcoxon V = 17382, p < .001) and for linked-list lags ±3
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(paired Wilcoxon V = 11580, p < .05). Linked list lags ±2 and ±3 also differed from each
other (paired Wilcoxon V = 8578, p < .001). This quite conservative analysis
demonstrates that remote bridging associations extend at least two pairs. That is, given B
as a probe, there are not only significant B-D associations, but B-E associations as well.
Although the overall number of responses are relatively small, the effect of linked-list lag
on these remote transitions is relatively dramatic. Transitions of linked-list lag ±2 are
more than three times more likely than more remote transitions.
The remote transitions in FFR shown in Figure 3c do not show evidence for an
asymmetry. A repeated-measures ANOVA on remote linked-list CRP taken for linked-list
lags +2 to +7 and −7 to −2 with the absolute value of linked-list lag and direction of
recall (forward vs backward) as factors found a significant effect of linked-list lag,
F (5, 2533) = 39.6, MSe = 0.31, p < .001, but showed neither an effect of recall direction,
F (1, 2533) = 0.54, MSe = .0043, nor an interaction between recall direction and lag,
F (5, 2533) = .66, MSe = .0052. Three subjects failed to make a remote FFR transition
and are excluded from these analyses. A paired-sample t-test comparing lag +2 to lag −2
failed to find a significant effect, t(212) = 1.08.
Here we directly compared the degree of asymmetry from adjacent transitions to the
degree of asymmetry for remote transitions. To compare the difference between adjacent
and remote transitions on a comparable footing, we divided the difference between
forward and backward CRP values by the sum of the forward and backward CRP values.
That is for the adjacent comparison, the asymmetry index was
[P (+1) − P (−1)]/[P (+1) + P (−1)]. For the remote transitions, the index was
[P (+2) − P (−2)]/[P (+2) + P (−2)]. To derive an estimate of the variability of this
estimate we performed a bootstrap analysis. In each shuffle of the bootstrap, we sampled
216 subjects with replacement from our subject pool, generated the FFR linked-list CRP
from this sampling of subjects and then recalculated the adjacent and remote asymmetry
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indices. We performed 1000 shuffles and report the standard deviation of this distribution
as an empirical estimate of the standard error. Table 2 reports the results of these
analyses. The much larger asymmetry index for the adjacent transitions (.25 ± .04) than
for the remote transitions (.03 ± .07) provides strong positive evidence that the adjacent
asymmetry index was much greater than the remote asymmetry index.

Insert Table 2 about here

These findings present a challenge to heteroassociative models based on mediated
chaining. It remains possible, however, that the reduced asymmetry in the remote
transitions is the result of a floor effect or from an asymptotic level of recall not subject to
the assumptions of mediated chaining. We further illustrate the degree to which these
findings challenge the heteroassociative framework by explicitly simulating a reasonable
heteroassociative mediated chaining model.
Modeling
In this we section compare the ability of two models to describe the central results
of this experiment. We restricted our attention to the CRP as a function of linked-list lag
in final free recall. This frees us from having to explicitly model the recognition processes
that presumably edit out intrusions during cued recall, which would itself be a formidable
challenge. One model is a formulation of TCM. The other is a heteroassociative model
that implements mediated chaining. The heteroassociative model is roughly inspired by
the search of associative memory model (SAM, Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980; Mensink &
Raaijmakers, 1988), but it is primarily included here as a way to make quantitative our
assumptions about mediated chaining in the empirical discussion above rather than as a
serious candidate for how to model data from linked lists of paired associates. We start by
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describing the heteroassociative mediated chaining model.
A heteroassociative mediated chaining model
In order to formulate a mediated chaining account of the remote associations in
Figure 3, the first problem that must be solved is how to traverse the links in the chain
without recalling the items in between. For instance, starting from item A, how do we
make it to C without recalling B beforehand? The distinction between sampling and
recovery in SAM offers a suggestion if we are willing to suppose that items that are
sampled, but not recovered, can be used as cues for subsequent retrieval attempts.
Because B need not be recovered, it can be omitted from recall but still serve as a cue for
recall of C. We also assume, for simplicity, that the search cannot double back on itself.
That is, an item cannot be used as a cue if it previously resulted in an unsuccessful
recovery attempt.
Assume that we have a model in which there is a large chain of paired associates
and we start from item i in the chain. We assume that the probability of sampling the
item at position i + 1 is f and the probability of sampling the item at position i − 1 is
1 − f . We assume for simplicity that the probability of successfully recovering the sampled
item is r. Note that this does not necessarily imply that the probability of recovery is the
same for forward and backward items. If we had assumed different recovery probabilities,
this could be folded into the f parameter in the expression below. If the item is recovered
it is said to be recalled and the process stops. If it is not recovered, the next item sampled
comes one step forward in the linked-list with probability f and one step backward in the
linked-list with probability 1 − f . If the first failed retrieval attempt was in the forward
direction, then a backward sample on the second retrieval attempt would result in
resampling an item that was a cue for a failed recovery and recall stops (see Figure 4).
Because the CRP analysis only includes successful retrievals, these events can be ignored
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in fitting the data and we find that the relative probability of eventually sampling and
recovering an item at lag j > 0 from the initial item i is given by:
PSR (i + j) ∝
PSR (i − j) ∝

r
[(1 − r)f ]j
1−r
r
[(1 − r)(1 − f )]j
1−r

(1)
(2)

The r comes from one recovery success and the factor of (1 − r)j−1 comes from j − 1
recovery failures. Notice that the asymmetry here is expressed as a factor of f j in the case
of forward traversals of the chain compared to a factor of (1 − f )j in the case of backward
traversals of the chain, such that the ratio increases as a function of j. In our simulations,
we started from an item in the middle of the list, i = 18 and renormalized the probabilities
of sampling and recovering an item by dividing by the sum across potential recalls to get
the final value of PSR (Howard & Kahana, 1999; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980).
To add an asymptotic level of recall aside from the sampling and recovery process,
we also added a guessing probability g. If a guess was adopted, this was evenly distributed
across all possible recallable items.
PR (i + j) = g/N + (1 − g)PSR (i + j)

(3)

PR (i − j) = g/N + (1 − g)PSR (i + j)

(4)

where N is the number of candidate items for recall (35 in our simulations). Note that the
probability of a “guess” here also includes retrieval of semantic associates, or retrievals
based on fixed list context as a cue.
This simple mediated chaining model has three parameters. The asymmetry at each
of the links in the chain is controlled by f . Values of f above
asymmetry; values below

1
2

1
2

give rise to a forward

give rise to stronger backward associations than forward

associations. The probability of stopping at any given linked-list lag is given by r. Finally,
the guessing parameter controlling the asymptotic level of recall is given by g.
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We implemented the simple heteroassociative mediated chaining model described
above in R. We found the best-fitting parameters, as measured by minimizing the
chi-squared between the model and the FFR CRP over linked-list lags −6 to +6, using a
modified quasi-Newton method (method L-BFGS-B for R function optim) with bounds of
zero and one on all three of the parameters.
The best-fitting parameters of this model were f = .60, indicating a forward
asymmetry, r = .43, which was relatively low to allow substantial amounts of remote
mediated associations and g = .44. This solution provided a poor fit to the empirical data,
with a chi-squared of 20.05 with eight degrees of freedom (11 independent data points
minus three free parameters) p < .02. Figure 4b illustrates how the model failed. The
error bars in Figure 4b are the standard error times the critical t. The heteroassociative
mediated chaining model overestimated the probability of an adjacent forward transition
and underestimated the probability of an adjacent backward transition. Conversely, at
remote linked list lags, e.g. ±2, the pattern was reversed. The heteroassociative mediated
chaining model systematically underestimated the forward asymmetry in the adjacent
transitions and overestimated the asymmetry in the remote transitions (see also Table 2).

Insert Figure 4 about here

A key goal in developing this model was to establish whether the substantial
asymmetry observed in the adjacent associations and the not-different-from zero adjacent
asymmetry observed in the remote associations were consistent with a mediated chaining
account of the task. To determine whether this mediated chaining model was consistent
with the data, we took the probabilities of a transition at each lag and then generated sets
of 1000 responses using these probabilities. We analyzed these distributions of responses
to calculate adjacent and remote asymmetry factors, as we did with the data above. The
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number of responses used here can be argued to be quite conservative—there were more
than 4,000 responses that contributed to the analyses in Figure 3b. The use of many fewer
responses, although it neglects variability due to participants, should overestimate the
variability assigned to the model and thus overestimate the probability of observations far
from the mode. The distribution of adjacent asymmetry factors was approximately
symmetric with a mean of .188 and a standard deviation of .04 across 1000 samples. The
adjacent asymmetry factor for the simulated data was less than that observed in the data
for 937/1000 samples.
For the remote asymmetry factor, the model produced a distribution with mean
.496 and standard deviation .05. This value was greater than that observed in the
experimental data for 981/1000 samples. These results indicate that the pattern of
observed results, and in particular the very small asymmetry observed for the remote
asymmetry factor is very unlikely to result from this mediated chaining model.
While we cannot evaluate all possible mediated chaining models, the data are
sufficient to overwhelmingly reject this particular one. This illustrates the challenge that
our findings present to heteroassociative models. In the general discussion we discuss some
possible approaches whereby it may be possible to reconcile our findings with a
heteroassociative framework, if not mediated chaining.
Temporal context model
According to TCM (Howard & Kahana, 2002; Howard et al., 2005; Howard, Kahana,
& Wingfield, 2006; Rao & Howard, 2008; Sederberg et al., in press), the cue for episodic
recall at all times is the current state of a temporal context vector t. Context cues lexical
representations of items, described as vectors f via a matrix M. TCM describes a set of
rules for how context is updated from moment to moment, encoded and retrieved to
enable this model to account for recency and contiguity, basic properties of episodic recall
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tasks. The following section provides a tutorial introduction to TCM. The only important
difference between the implementation described here and previously-published versions of
the model is the use of a different rule for contextual retrieval—readers already familiar
with TCM may wish to skip to the subsection labeled “contextual retrieval”.
Temporal context changes gradually. In TCM, the cue for episodic recall the state
of temporal context at time step i, ti , is formed from the previous state of context ti−1
and an input pattern tIN
i according to
ti = ρti−1 + βtIN
i

(5)

The input pattern tIN
i is caused by the current item presented. Considerable attention will
be paid to describing this input pattern later. For now we note that Eq. 5 results in a
gradually-changing state of temporal context. The rate of change, ρ is constrained to be
between zero and one. Equation 5 means that ti resembles to some extent ti−1 . If the
input patterns are uncorrelated, then in addition ti will more closely resemble ti−1 than it
does ti−2 .
More formally, the previous state of context ti−1 persists, multiplied by a scalar ρ,
chosen such that the norm of ti is always unity.5 This is added to an input pattern tIN
i
weighted by a parameter β = 1 − ρ that, together with the similarity of the input pattern
to the previous state of context, controls the rate at which ti varies from time-step to
time-step. The property that temporal context changes gradually is indispensable for the
ability of TCM to explain recency and temporal contiguity effects.
Contextual encoding.
In the development that follows, we will adopt the Dirac notation by denoting
column vectors as a “ket,” e.g., |vi and row vectors as a “bra,” hv|. The primary
advantage of this notation is that it becomes intuitive to visually identify the inner
product as a “braket” hv|ui and the outer product as a “ketbra”: |uihv|. That is, hv|ui
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“compresses” to a scalar whereas |uihv| “expands” to a matrix. The vectors discussed
thus far, t, tIN , and f are all kets, e.g., |ti, |tIN i, |f i. In circumstances where a plain vector
is presented, this should be interpreted as a column vector, or ket.
In TCM, an item is encoded in the states of temporal context in which it is
presented. As a consequence, a particular state of temporal context |ti cues the lexical
representation of an item |f i to the extent it overlaps with that items encoding context. A
matrix M serves as the mediator for this cuing. For simplicity, we initialize M to be zero
before presentation of the list and then have M change after presentation of item i such
that it is encoded in the context that obtained before it was presented:
∆M = |fi ihti−1 |

(6)

Note that this just describes a linear associator between the states of context and the
items that follow them in time. When M is cued with a state of context by multiplying
from the right, the result is a superposition of the items in the list, each weighted by the
inner product of their encoding context to the cue context:
X

M|ti =

|fi ihti−1 |ti

(7)

i

Following previous treatments, we assume for simplicity that the item vectors |f i are
orthonormal. As a consequence, in a list in which each item is only presented once, we
find that the degree to which item j is activated by a cue state |ti is just
!

hfj |M|ti = hfj |

X

|fi ihti−1 | |ti

(8)

i

=

X

hfj |fi ihti−1 |ti

(9)

i

=

X

δij hti−1 |ti

(10)

i

= htj−1 |ti,

(11)

where δij is the Dirac delta function, which is one if i = j and zero otherwise. Note that
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the last line states that an item is activated by a context cue to the extent it overlaps with
that item’s encoding context.
If a particular item |fα i is repeated at multiple positions in the list, then the degree
to which it is activated is given by the similarity of the cue context to the sum of the
context states in which it was presented:
hfα |M|ti =

X

hfα |fi ihti−1 |ti

(12)

i

=

X

hti−1 |ti,

(13)

i:fi =fα

where the notation in the sum means that the sum runs over all indices i where the item
α was presented at that time step. One can think of this expression as the similarity of
probe context to the average context in which item |fα i was presented times the frequency
with which it was presented.
Contextual retrieval.
TCM, contiguity effects are predicted to be a consequence of the effect items have
on the state of context. The tIN
i at each time step is caused by the item presented at time
step i. If an item causes a consistent input pattern across multiple presentations, then the
context cue after the second presentation will resemble to some extent the contextual
states surrounding the first presentation of the item. Because other items are cued to the
extent that the context cue resembles their encoding contexts (Eqs. 11, 13), repetition of
an item gives rise to contiguity effects. That is, when an item is repeated, because the
input pattern it causes resembles contextual states during list presentation, it provides an
effective cue for the neighbors of its original presentation.
In TCM, there are two relevant sources of contiguity effects. First, the input pattern
when an item is repeated can resemble the input pattern it caused when it was initially
presented. Because this input pattern was part of the contextual states for items that
followed the initial presentation of the item, this gives rise to a forward asymmetry, such
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that the items that followed the original presentation of the repeated item are cued (open
symbols Figure 5b). In addition, if the repeated item manages to retrieve the state of
context present when it was originally presented, this provides a symmetric retrieval cue
(filled symbols Figure 5b, see also Howard & Kahana, 2002).6 This latter component
reflects a change in the input pattern caused by an item across repeated presentations.

Insert Figure 5 about here

Thus far the model we have described does not diverge from previously-published
versions of TCM in any important way. Those versions of TCM were designed to describe
temporal contiguity effects between items presented once in a randomly-assembled series
of items, as would typically be the case in single-trial free recall (Howard & Kahana, 2002;
Howard et al., 2006; Sederberg et al., in press). The model was not designed to address
situations in which items are repeated multiple times. In fact, the previously published
versions of TCM are subject to collapse of the input space (but see Rao & Howard, 2008).
Here we describe this problem with the old formulation and describe a new rule for
contextual retrieval that avoids this problem.
In TCM, the space spanned by the context vectors t is determined by the space
spanned by the input vectors tIN (Eq. 5). In previous treatments of TCM (e.g. Howard &
Kahana, 2002; Howard et al., 2005), contextual learning was described by the following
expression for the input pattern caused by an item presented at time step i and then
repeated at time step r:
IN
tIN
r = αO ti + αN ti−1 .

(14)

That is, the context retrieved by the item at time step r is a combination of the input
pattern caused by the item when it was originally presented, tIN
i , and retrieved temporal
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context, ti−1 . This expression, however, has undesirable properties that become apparent
when items are repeated many times. Briefly, the input pattern of each item ends up
becoming similar to the input pattern of the items that preceded it. With a sufficient
number of presentations of a small pool of items, the input vectors can collapse to a point
(see page 106, Howard et al., 2005). That is, with runaway contextual learning, the tIN s
corresponding to all the words in the experiment become identical. Another way of
characterizing this problem is that in previous formulations, the consistent part of tIN isn’t
sufficiently consistent across multiple presentations of the item.
Here we use an extension of TCM that avoids runaway contextual learning (Rao &
Howard, 2008). This extension retains all of the key features of previously published
versions of TCM. The important differences between this model and previous treatments
come when items are repeated multiple times. In this extension, the input patterns tIN
caused by an item are composed of a fixed component we will refer to as c and a changing
component we will refer to as h. Each ci and each hi are caused by the item presented at
time step i and depend only on the identity of that item and its previous history. The c
vectors for each item are fixed throughout the simulation. This solves the problem with
learning in the previous treatments because the fixed component “anchors” the space so
that it never collapses. This is because the consistent component of tIN never changes no
matter how many times an item is presented.
If item α is presented at time step i, then
tIN
i = (1 − γ) cα + γ ĥα .

(15)

The hat in the second term indicates that h is normalized (using the L1 norm) prior to
entering this expression. In the simulations that follow, we fix the cα s to be unit vectors
that serve as the bases for the t space. With learning, hα changes from one presentation
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of item fα to another as
∆hα = ti−1 .

(16)

Comparing these last two expressions with Eq. 14 we can see that h supports contextual
retrieval and that γ is analogous to αN in the previous formulations of TCM. Note that if
γ = 0, this model behaves much like a heteroassociative model with no backward and no
across-pair associations.
Selecting an item for retrieval.
TCM describes a set of rules for how context changes over experience. While this is
sufficient to provide a qualitative account of recency and contiguity phenomena—as well
as transitive associations—an additional step is necessary to quantitatively describe
probability of recall. The retrieval rule we use here is the Luce choice retrieval rule used in
some previous treatments of the model (e.g. Howard & Kahana, 2002; Howard et al.,
2005, 2006). This retrieval rule suffers from a number of shortcomings (Sederberg et al., in
press). Sederberg et al. (in press) have presented a much more detailed retrieval rule using
competing accumulators (Usher & McClelland, 2001, see also Polyn, Norman, & Kahana,
revised). That model has numerous advantages over Luce choice rule, but is considerably
more complex. Despite its limitations, the Luce choice rule is sufficient for the present
purposes.
Given a particular context cue |ti, we define the activation of item i as
ai = hfi |M|ti

(17)

Given these activations, the probability of recalling item i from the list is given by the
Luce choice rule:
exp 2ai /τ
.
PR (i) = P
j exp 2aj /τ

(18)

The sum in the denominator runs over all potential recalls. In Eq. 18, the parameter τ
controls the sensitivity of the retrieval rule. As τ → ∞, the probability of recalling each
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item becomes equal. As τ → 0, the probability of recalling the most activated item
becomes one. For this reason, Eq. 18 is referred to as a softmax rule in the connectionist
literature.
Methods.
In simulating TCM, we chose the f s to be basis vectors for the f-space and the cs to
be the basis vectors for the t-space. That is, the c for the first item was a one in the first
component followed by all zeros; the c for the second item was a one in the second
component with all other components zeros and so on. We initialized hα to be zero for
each item. The first time each item was presented γ was set to zero (because there is
nothing to retrieve). We presented the model with a sequence of items corresponding to
the pairs presented to a subject one at a time. To avoid any possibility that associations
across pairs could be attributable to inadvertent simple temporal contiguity during study,
we put an “infinitely long distractor interval” between each pair. That is, we presented a
distractor—an input pattern orthonormal to every previous input pattern—with β = 1
before the first member of each pair. From Equation 5, this means that the effect of the
preceding pair on context is completely lost when the first member of the subsequent pair
is presented. By presenting a different distractor between each pair, we ensure that the
last word of a pair, and the first word of the next pair do not have any contextual overlap.
The addition of the orthogonal distractor after each pair requires the dimensionality of the
space to be quite large by the end of learning. Relaxing the degree of isolation between
pairs results in diffuse across-pair associations comparable in effect to increasing τ . An
infinite delay is not necessary to describe backward and transitive associations.
We randomly chose the lists and presentation order presented to ten different
subjects and averaged the results across our simulated subjects. After presentation of the
pairs, we averaged over the linked-list lags calculated with the ninth through
twenty-seventh double-function items as probes. For each probe we presented an infinite
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distractor, then calculated the activations and probability of recall for the other items as a
function of linked-list lag using Eq. 17 and the Luce choice rule Eq. 18. We kept track of
results out to linked list lags ±17.
Three parameters were allowed to vary in fitting TCM to the FFR data. One was ρ,
which controlled the degree of contextual overlap within pair (Eq. 5). The parameter γ
controlled the degree to which the “hippocampal” component contributed to retrieved
context (Eq. 15). Finally, τ controlled the sensitivity of the Luce choice rule (Eq. 18). We
implemented TCM in R. We used the same methods to find the best-fitting parameters as
were used for the mediated chaining model, including fitting only up to linked-list lags ±6.
Results and Discussion.
The best-fitting parameters for the fit of TCM to the data were ρ = .16, γ = .97 and
τ = .24. The high value of γ reflects the fact that backward adjacent and transitive
associations require the hippocampal component of retrieved context. Figure 5c shows the
best-fitting solution of TCM to the final free recall linked-list CRP. As can be seen from
the figure, the fit is excellent. The best-fitting chi-squared with eight degrees of freedom
was 4.27, n.s., indicating that deviations from the model’s values are not different than
would be expected by chance.
To directly compare the fits of TCM to those of the mediated chaining model, we
took the best-fitting probabilities for each model and generated 1000 samples of 4,000
responses chosen according to those probabilities. We then compared this simulated data
to the actual data and asked which model provided a better fit. For 969/1,000 samples,
TCM was closer to the data than the mediated chaining model. If the fits of the model
were equivalent, the probability of this occurring by chance is less than 10−243 .
In addition to the excellent quantitative fit, TCM also described the qualitative
features of the data—a larger asymmetry for the adjacent vs remote transitions as well as
robust transitive associations as manifest by the greater probability of recall for the items
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at ±2 than for those at more remote linked-list lags (see Table 2). The adjacent
asymmetry index for the best-fitting values generated by TCM was quite close to the
observed empirical value, z = .28. The remote asymmetry index generated by TCM was
much smaller than the predicted adjacent assymetry index and not-significantly different
than the empirically-observed value, z = 1.3, p > .05. This pattern can be contrasted with
the results from the mediated chaining model, which generated an adjacent asymmetry
slightly smaller than the data, z = 1.75, p < .05, but a remote asymmetry index, .25, that
was actually larger than the predicted adjacent asymmetry factor and much larger than
the empirically-observed value, z = 3.42, p < .001.
Whereas the mediated chaining model failed to correctly capture the pattern of
greatly reduced asymmetry in moving from adjacent to remote transitions, TCM was able
to do so within the margin of error of the data. This implementation of TCM also
produced a small asymmetry in the remote transitions. In TCM, transitive associations
depend on a non-zero value of γ. The asymmetry is also a result of contextual retrieval.
Consider a linked list consisting of items A through E that have been presented many
times each. Because of the hippocampal component of contextual retrieval, the context in
which item E has been presented includes hD . This pattern includes a term that goes like
tIN
C , which includes both hC and cC . This means that both hC and cC are an effective
retrieval cue for item E. Although the contextual cue for item A resembles hC , it does not
resemble cC , resulting in the asymmetry when C is presented as a probe. Put another
way, if we think of the cs as defining the space, with repeated presentation the tIN s
corresponding each item move towards the c of preceding items. The optimal probe
context for each item also moves in this direction. Because of this movement, which
depends on h and contextual retrieval, the c for an item ends up closer to the encoding
context of successors in the double-function list than the encoding context of predecessors
in the double function lists. This asymmetry would be altered if the rate at which h and
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the encoding context move torwards the cs of preceding items were not the same. With
the rates the same, as in the application here, the ratio between hfi+j |M|tIN
i i and
hfi−j |M|tIN
i i at steady state remains approximately constant as j increases. This is very
different from the behavior of Eqs. 1 and 2, where the ratio grows with j. The
non-linearity in the Luce choice retrieval rule (Eq. 18) magnifies the asymmetry at
adjacent linked-list lags much more so than between more remote linked-list lags,
accounting for the much larger asymmetry at adjacent linked-list lags than at more
remote linked-list lags.
Model complexity analysis
In order to compare the range of qualitative behaviors demonstrated by TCM and
the heteroassociative model we generated simulated data from a wide variety of parameter
values and compared the adjacent and remote asymmetry indices for the simulated data.
We sampled parameters uniformly over the complete range possible for the
heteroassociative mediated chaining model—f , r and g were allowed to vary from zero to
one. For TCM we also sampled uniformly. The range for ρ was zero to 0.999; the range
for gamma was zero to 1 and the range for τ was 0.1 to 1.0. The adjacent asymmetry
index and the remote asymmetry index for each set of parameters for each model are
shown in Figure 6.

Insert Figure 6 about here

In Figure 6, values from the heteroassiciative chaining model are shown as light grey
symbols; values from TCM are shown as black symbols. Unlike the heteroassociative
chaining model, TCM is incapable of generating a backward asymmetry. Moreover, the
mediated chaining model can generate data in which the remote asymmetry is greater
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than the adjacent asymmetry. These are the points above the diagonal in the upper right
quadrant and below the diagonal in the lower left quadrant. These regions are densely
sampled by the heteroassociative model and include the best-fitting parameter values.
Interestingly, both models are able to cover the region where the experimental data
lie—with an adjacent asymmetry factor of .25 and a remote asymmetry factor of .03.
However, the mediated chaining model reaches this low level of remote asymmetry by
making the remote associations very small relative to the level of guessing. That is, the
linked-list lag CRP curves generated by the mediated chaining model in this region are
essentially flat for linked-list lags with absolute value of two or greater. We conclude that
TCM’s superior description of the data is not merely a consequence of greater model
flexibility.
General Discussion
This paper is an attempt to shed light on the basis of the temporal contiguity effect
in episodic memory tasks. Retrieved context accounts, exemplified by TCM, describe
temporally-defined associations between items as resulting from shared temporal context
rather than temporal proximity per se. After learning double-function lists of paired
associates, TCM predicts across-pair transitive associations as a natural consequence of
the mechanism hypothesized to underly the contiguity effect. Heteroassociative accounts
of the contiguity effect can explain across-pair associations by resorting to a mediated
chaining hypothesis in which subjects step through the “links in the chain” to reach
distant items.
Our empirical findings demonstrated robust associations formed both within- and
across-pairs, using evidence from both patterns of intrusions and FFR transitions. The
strength of these associations depended on the distance between items in the linked-list
structure. It is as if participants were able to integrate isolated temporal events into a
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coherent linear structure that bridged across the pairs.
The specific form of these associations strongly favored TCM over the mediated
chaining hypothesis. In both intrusion patterns and the linked-list CRP, we found a
strong asymmetry among forward and backward adjacent associations, but no evidence for
such an asymmetry in remote associations that bridge across pairs. While we cannot
accept the null, which would imply a qualitative difference between adjacent and remote
associations, we were able to establish that the adjacent asymmetry index was certainly
greater than the remote asymmetry index. While we cannot rule out every possible
mediated chaining model we simulated a straightforward mediated chaining model that
failed to capture this pattern of results. In contrast, TCM provided an excellent
quantitative fit to the pattern of results. This is not a consequence of a generally higher
level of model flexibility, but rather a consequence of the structural assumptions of TCM.
TCM’s account of the contiguity effect, and in particular its principled account of the
asymmetry observed in the contiguity effect, lead it to naturally predict graded transitive
associations that depend on a process of contextual binding and retrieval.
According to TCM, two components contribute to temporally-defined associations
and these components have different properties. Forward associations can be formed in
the absence of contextual learning. In contrast, the ability of items to bind themselves to
the temporal contexts in which they are presented and recover these associations when
they are repeated enable the development of associations that bridge and integrate
disparate experience.
Can the present findings be reconciled with a heteroassociative account?. Although
mediated chaining is the most straightforward way to reconcile the existence of across-pair
associations with a heteroassociative source of contiguity effects, there are several other
potential strategies that may be more successful at describing our data without
abandoning a heteroassociative account of the contiguity effect. One possibility is that the
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across-pair associations result from surreptitious retrieval during study and/or testing of
the pairs. That is, during testing of A−?, subjects may retrieve B and then surreptitously
use this as a cue to recover C. Despite the fact that they were not presented together, A
and C would now have been experienced close together in time enabling them to be
associated on the basis of temporal proximity. Several implementations of this idea were
evaluated for earlier versions of this paper, but none were successful in fitting our pattern
of results. The major problem was that they were never able to demonstrate sufficiently
strong remote associations. This is because remote associations can only be learned if an
adjacent association is expressed, and thus also learned.
Another approach would be to assume that there exists a symmetric
heteroassociative mechanism and then focus one’s attention on generating an explanation
for the observed asymmetry within-pair. The advantage of this approach is that across a
broad range of data, pairs can be argued to be symmetrically encoded (Kahana, 2002;
Rizzuto & Kahana, 2001); perhaps the within-pair asymmetry in the present study is a
consequence of consistently testing in only one direction. Indeed, (Rehani & Caplan, in
preparation) did not observe within-pair asymmetry in double-function lists when testing
proceeded in both directions7 Perhaps during training subjects learn to edit out, or
perhaps suppress, backward responses during paired-associate testing because they are
incorrect responses in that context. The challenge for this approach then becomes why the
remote intrusions in the backward direction would not also be affected by this process.
Perhaps the most promising approach we have considered in reconciling our findings
with a heteroassociative storage mechanism comes from the idea that retrieval follows a
spreading activation process. That is, there is an associative matrix between items that is
strictly heteroassociative, with associations only formed between members of the same
pair. However, during retrieval activation spreads extensively across the associative links
prior to the attempt to select an item for retrieval. The remote nodes may experience less
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asymmetry than adjacent nodes because there is less tendency for activation to spread
away from them. That is, although forward associations receive more activation, they also
send away more activation. If these activations are then sent through a sufficiently
non-linear retrieval rule, the small level of asymmetry in the activations may be within the
margin of error of the experimental data (not unlike the implementation of TCM presented
here). This spreading-activation approach resembles TCM to some extent. When an item
is presented as a probe, the effect is an implicitly-activated pattern of activation across
items reflects the history of the item and takes into account the global history of stimulus
relationships (not unlike implicitly-activated associates in the PIER model Nelson,
Schreiber, & McEvoy, 1992; Nelson, McKinney, Gee, & Janczura, 1998). In TCM, when a
probe is presented it generates a contextual state that also reflects the history of the item
and the global history of stimulus relationships. It may be extremely difficult to
distinguish predictions of such a spreading-activation model from those of TCM.
Perspectives on temporal contiguity
Heteroassociative accounts of contiguity effects in episodic recall tasks are quite
intuitive when viewed from a certain perspective. They have the advantage of parsimony
if the only goal to be accomplished is to provide a simple association between two stimuli.
However, the retrieved context account may be more intuitively appealing if one starts
from a slightly different perspective. Tulving (1983, 2002) characterizes episodic memory
as “mental time travel” in which one remembers not only “what” but also “when” and
“where” of a memory. Two-process theorists of item recognition describe recollection as
the vivid recovery of contextual information associated with a probe item (e.g. Yonelinas,
2002). Starting from this perspective, the idea that episodic recall, even paired associate
learning, is largely a consequence of binding and recovery to a representation of
spatiotemporal context seems more natural than a simple heteroassociative account.
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Nonheteroassociative accounts of contiguity motivated by neural considerations.
Similar arguments in favor of the intuitive appeal of a contextual recovery account
of temporal contiguity effects in episodic memory can be made starting with
considerations from neurobiology and cognitive neuroscience. The hippocampus, a medial
temporal lobe structure widely believed to be essential for episodic memory, also
maintains a representation of location, or spatial context, as an animal moves through its
environment (e.g. O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971; Wilson & McNaughton, 1993). Burgess
and colleagues (Burgess, 2002; Burgess, Maguire, & O’Keefe, 2002) have argued that the
primary function of the hippocampus in spatial navigation tasks is to enable binding of
item representations to a representation of the spatial context in which they were
encountered (see also Howard et al., 2005; Smith & Mizumori, 2006). From this
perspective, the contextual recovery account of temporal contiguity effects seems much
more intuitive than a heteroassociative account.
Evidence that the hippocampus is responsible for recovery of a representation of
temporal context can also be inferred from lesion studies conducted with rats. Bunsey and
Eichenbaum (1996) used an analogue of paired associate learning using odors as stimuli to
teach animals chained pairs of conditional discriminations A − B and B − C. While
animals with hippocampal lesions were able to learn A − B and B − C as well as
sham-lesioned animals, they differed from the sham-lesioned animals in that they showed
no evidence for bridging A − C associations. Moreover, the animals with hippocampal
lesions also were impaired at generalizing to backward B − A associations. While it is very
difficult to account for these findings using a heteroassociative account of the contiguity
effect, TCM can create just this pattern of results if contextual recovery is impaired
(Howard et al., 2005; see also Meeter, Myers, & Gluck, 2005; O’Reilly & Rudy, 2001; Wu
& Levy, 1998).
Nonheteroassociative accounts of contiguity from animal behavior studies.
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There is also evidence from animal learning paradigms that argues against a
heteroassociative account of even what might appear to be simple conditioning. Secondary
generalization, which has been experimentally observed in pigeons (e.g. Wasserman,
DeVolder, & Coppage, 1992), refers to the learning setting in which two arbitrary stimuli
are associated to a common response. Subsequently, pairing one of the stimuli to another
response results in generalization such that the other stimulus also evokes the new
response without explicit pairing. Secondary generalization is analogous to transitive
association—the secondary generalization develops after the stimuli are experienced in the
temporal context of a particular response. Rather than appealing to a heteroassociative
account based on mediated chaining (Hull, 1947), Wasserman et al. (1992) attributed the
finding of secondary generalization in pigeons to the development of conceptual categories.
Trace conditioning refers to a classical conditioning paradigm in which the offset of
the conditioned stimulus (CS) and the onset of the unconditioned stimulus (UCS) are
separated by a temporal delay. In their Experiment 2, Cole, Barnet, and Miller (1995)
paired two auditory stimuli CS1 and CS2, each 5 s in duration, such that presentation of
CS2 immediately followed the offset of CS1. Later CS1 was paired with an unconditioned
stimulus (foot shock) such that presentation of the unconditioned stimulus followed the
offset of CS1 by either zero or five seconds. The choice of delays and the duration of CS2
was such that in the five second condition, the onset of the UCS corresponded to the time
at which CS2 would have terminated had it been presented as during the initial pairing of
CS1 and CS2. Although conditioned responding to CS1 was greater after training in the
zero second condition, the conditioned responding to CS2 via second order transfer was
greater in the five second condition. Cole et al. (1995) interpreted their results as evidence
that the association between CS1 and CS2 reflected information about the temporal
relationships implied by their pairing (see also Gallistel & Gibbon, 2000) rather than a
heteroassociative mechanism. Moreover, it is necessary to integrate information about the
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relationship between CS1 and CS2 and the relationship between CS1 and the UCS to infer
the relationship between CS2 and the UCS. This is analogous to the need to integrate
information about A − B and B − C to create information about the A − C association in
the present experiment.
To Eichenbaum (2001), the effect of hippocampal lesion on learning of overlapping
pairs of odors (Bunsey & Eichenbaum, 1996; Dusek & Eichenbaum, 1997) suggests that
the hippocampus is responsible for maintaining and organizing information about the
spatial and temporal relationships between items. In this view, the ability to organize
stimuli into a “memory space” is considered to be a central property of the hippocampus’
function in support of declarative and episodic memory. This conception can be seen as
integrating the positions of Wasserman et al. (1992) and Cole et al. (1995). TCM can be
seen as a quantitative implementation of a memory space in which the patterns tIN evoked
by the items reflect the temporal relationships between those items (Rao & Howard,
2008). These include not only temporal relationships that are explicitly trained, i.e. A − B
pairs, but also latent temporal relationships that are not explicitly presented (e.g. A − C).
Transitive association, contextual recovery and semantic spaces
Across-pair associations can be seen as evidence of subjects’ ability to extract the
structure of experience from isolated events. Rao and Howard (2008) showed that
contextual retrieval can be used to extract structures with a variety of topologies rather
than just the linear structure of the double-function list used here. Moreover, in situations
where the structure to be extracted is clustered, contextual retrieval allows for a more
rapid learning of the structure. Such structures may be very common indeed. For
example, if word A is a synonym of word B, and word B is a synonym of word C, then
word A and C are much more likely to also be synonyms of each other than two words
chosen at random. Clustering is a defining characteristic of small worlds networks, which
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have been shown to be ubiquitous not only in natural systems, but also in semantic
structures (Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005), suggesting that contextual retrieval may
facilitate learning in a great many situations.
Context has been a common feature of computational models of semantic memory
(e.g. Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Griffiths & Steyvers, 2002; Jones & Mewhort, 2007). For
instance, in latent semantic analysis (LSA, Landauer & Dumais, 1997), two words are
judged to have similar meanings by virtue of having occurred in the same context. This
property is analogous to pairwise A − B associations. In addition, words are also judged
to have similar meanings by virtue of having occurred in similar contexts, that is contexts
that contain similar words (see for instance, Landauer & Dumais, 1997, Figure A4). This
latter property is closely analogous to the transitive A − C associations observed here.
Other computational models of semantic memory, including the probabilistic topics model
(Griffiths & Steyvers, 2002, 2003), the hyperspace analogue of language (HAL, Lund &
Burgess, 1996) and the BEAGLE model (Jones & Mewhort, 2007) also naturally predict
transitive associations.
Dennis (2004, 2005) has explored the role of syntagmatic and paradigmatic
associations (Nelson, 1977) to develop a model of verbal cognition. In free association
norms, some associates appear to follow from simple temporal contiguity—for instance,
run-fast. Other associates appear to follow from a deeper level of meaning that is not
necessarily extracted from simple cooccurrence, e.g., run-walk. The former are referred
to as syntagmatic associates; the latter are referred to as paradigmatic associates.
Syntagmatic associations are analogous to the asymmetric part of the within-pair
associations described here. Paradigmatic associations are analogous to across-pair
associations that do not depend on simple temporal proximity. Indeed, learning of
paradigmatic associations does not apparently depend on temporal contiguity (McNeill,
1966).
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This striking convergence between computational models of semantic learning and
contextual retrieval accounts of temporal contiguity effects in episodic recall suggests a
deep relationship between semantic and episodic memory that may ultimately improve our
understanding of each. In many of the semantic memory models, the notion of what
constitutes a context is provided as an input to the model—collections of words are tagged
as members of a single document. Moreover, temporal context in these models is often
discrete—words either co-occur in a particular document or not. One of the central ideas
of TCM is that temporal context changes gradually over time. It is intriguing to wonder
about the implications of using a specific representation of temporal context specified by a
model of episodic recall to construct semantic spaces.
Conclusions
We studied the associative structure induced by learning double-function lists of
paired associates. We found evidence for associations between words that were never
presented together but that were presented in similar temporal contexts by examining
both intrusion probabilities and FFR transition probabilities. Whereas associations
between adjacent members of the linked-list were strongly asymmetric, we observed no
asymmetry in the remote bridging associations, This finding cannot easily be reconciled
with mediated chaining, casting doubt on the heteroassociative account of temporal
contiguity effects in paired associate learning. These transitive associations are, however, a
perfectly natural consequence of accounts of contiguity effects in episodic memory that
depend on contextual retrieval. TCM, a formal model of episodic association based on
contextual retrieval, provided an outstanding quantitative fit to the key data describing
pairwise and transitive associations. The analogy between contextual retrieval accounts of
temporal contiguity effects in episodic memory and computational models of semantic
memory suggests that perhaps transitive associations will prove to be critical in
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understanding the transition between episodic and semantic memory.
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Footnotes
1 Note that the existence of a contiguity effect does not preclude the existence of

primacy or recency effects. If a primacy or recency effect also affects which word is
recalled, then at extreme lags the it could overwhelm the contiguity effect, leading to a
non-monotonicity in the lag-CRP at extreme lags (Farrell & Lewandowsky, in press;
Howard, Sederberg, & Kahana, submitted).
2 It is possible to distinguish fixed-capacity buffer models from TCM on the basis of

their ability to describe contiguity effects across a delay, as in continuous-distractor free
recall. However, this discrepancy is not a consequence of the basic assumptions about
heteroassociation versus contextual recovery. For example, a version of SAM in which
items did not drop out of the short-term buffer in an all-or-none fashion but rather
decayed gradually would almost certainly be capable of describing at least the existence of
the temporally-defined associations observed in continuous-distractor free recall.
3 Of course almost any model could trivially generate symmetric across-pair

associations by making the magnitude of the remote associations arbitrarily small, thus
causing the ratio of the two to go to one if there is a non-zero baseline of recall.
4 One might want to take the parametric statistics from these ANOVAs with a grain

of salt due to the fact that the response values are not independent of each other. If a
response is correct, it is necessarily not a backward intrusion. Similar concerns about a
lack of independence can be raised for the intrusion analyses and final free recall CRP
analyses that follow. For instance, if a response is an intrusion at linked-list lag −2, it
cannot be an intrusion at linked-list lag −3. As a consequence, the proportion of
intrusions at linked-list lag −2 is not independent of the proportion of intrusions at
linked-list lag −3. However, the linked-list used in the present study is quite long, so that
the dependence between recall at any two lags is likely to be relatively weak. Moreover,
the sample size is quite large so that any correction due to dependence is unlikely to affect
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our conclusions.
5 In the simulations reported in this paper, we normalize vectors using the L1 norm

rather than the more standard Euclidean L2 norm. The L1 norm of a vector v is the sum
of the absolute values of its components |v| =

i |vi |.

P

The reasons for adopting this have

to do with computational simplicity and have no bearing on the conclusions reached in
this paper. This change means that rather than describing points on a hypersphere, the
vectors t describe points on a simplex. Also, we assume that the input patterns tIN are
always L1 normalized.
6 The symmetry comes because item j is activated by |t i as a probe to an extent
i−1

given by htj−1 |ti−1 i. This quantity is symmetric with respect to interchange of j and i
due to a basic property of the inner product.
7 It should be noted that there are a number of other methodological differences with

the present study. Notably, they did not evaluate associations using FFR.
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Table 1
Types of response to double-function probes for different trials.

The column

labeled P (R) gives the probability correct. The column labeled “Bk” gives the probability
of a backward intrusion (backward intrusions can also be described as intrusions with a
linked-list lag of −1). The column labeled “Rm” gives the probability of a remote intrusion
(remote intrusions are associated with linked-list lags with absolute value ≥ 2) . The column
labeled “SF” gives the probability of an intrusion that was part of the single-function pairs.
The column labeled “XLI” gives the probability of an extra-list intrusion—a word that was
not presented for study. The column labeled “NR” gives the probability that the subject
did not make a response. The numbers in parentheses are the standard error multiplied by
the critical t.

Trial

P (R)

Bk

Rm

SF

XLI

NR

1

.25 ± .02

.17 ± .01

.20 ± .02

.03 ± .01

.08 ± .02

.27 ± .02

2

.40 ± .02

.20 ± .02

.15 ± .02

.03 ± .01

.06 ± .01

.16 ± .02

3

.49 ± .03

.18 ± .02

.12 ± .02

.02 ± .01

.06 ± .02

.12 ± .02

4

.54 ± .03

.16 ± .02

.11 ± .01

.02 ± .01

.05 ± .01

.11 ± .02
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Table 2
Observed and model-generated asymmetry indices.

Each asymmetry index is

calculated by (F − B)/(F + B), where F is the probability of a forward FFR transition
and B is the probability of a backward FFR transition. The row labeled adjacent gives
the index comparing +1 and −1 transitions. The row labeled remote gives the index
comparing +2 and −2 transitions. The number in parentheses is an empirical estimate
of the standard error of the mean (see text for details). Med. chain.=mediated chaining
model. TCM=temporal context model. For each model, the predicted values and a z-score
relative to the actual value is reported.

Observed (SE)

Med. chain.

z

TCM

z

Adjacent

.25 (.04)

.19

-1.75

.24

.28

Remote

.03 (.07)

.25

3.42

.12

1.3
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Schematic of presentation of double-function pairs and the
corresponding linked-list. Colors are shown for explanatory purposes and were not
shown to the participants. Words were presented one at a time on the screen. Participants
were able to distinguish members of the same pair by means of a longer delay between
pairs than within-pair. On the left are a sample of pairs that the subject might be shown
in order. On the right is the linked list that would be formed by stringing together pairs
with overlapping items. The numbers on the right indicate the linked-list lag associated
with several recall transitions. For instance, given pupil as a cue, a transition to the
correct response, river would have a linked-list lag of +1. Given pupil as a cue, a
backward intrusion, hollow in this example, would have a linked-list lag of −1. Remote
intrusions, for instance absence or darling, would be associated with linked-list lags
with absolute value greater than one.
Figure 2. Probability of recall for double function pairs is lower than for single
function pairs. The four points are probability of a correct cued recall after each of four
trials. Trial 1 is in the lower left. The other trials are in sequence with monotonically
increasing probabilities of recall. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
Figure 3. Remote bridging associations are symmetric. a. Remote intrusion
analysis. Given that an intrusion from the double-function pairs is given as a response to
a double-function probe, and the linked-list lag of the intrusion has an absolute value ≥ 2,
this graph shows proportion of such intrusions come from each value of linked-list lag. b.
Final free recall (FFR) conditional response probability (CRP). Probability of an FFR
transition is shown as a function of the linked-list lag (linked-list CRP) associated with the
transition. c. Remote FFR linked-list CRP. Same analysis as in b, but restricted to remote
FFR transitions. The error bars in all three panels reflect 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4. A heteroassociative mediated chaining model. a. The model proceeds in
sampling and retrieval phases. Starting with hollow as the cue, the item one step
forward in the chain is sampled with probability f and the item one step back is sampled
with probability 1 − f . To enable remote associations, the sampled item may either be
recovered, with probability p or fail to be recovered with probability 1 − p, in which case
another item is sampled. If an item that has already been the cue for a failed recovery
attempt is re-sampled, the recall process stops. In addition, a guessing process allows an
asymptotic level of recall to be generated (not shown). b. The symbols and error bars
replot the data in Figure 4b. The solid grey line shows the best-fitting values generated by
the mediated chaining model illustrated in a. The mediated chaining model
underestimates the adjacent asymmetry and overestimates the remote asymmetry (see
also Table 2).
Figure 5. The temporal context model produces transitive associations. a. Architecture of
the temporal context model used here. In the model, an item layer (f), corresponding
roughly to a word recognition system, is connected to a temporal context layer (t). The
temporal context layer is connected to a “hippocampal” layer (h) that functions to recover
prior states of temporal context in which the item was previously encoded. When an item
is presented on f, it provides two inputs to the context layer in sequence: first a constant
input c that is assumed not to change over the scale of minutes and then a “hippocampal”
input h that rapidly changes to recover states of temporal context. Both components
contribute to the state of t that cues recall of items on f. b. Two components of
contextual retrieval contribute to contiguity effects in TCM. One is the tendency for the
input pattern caused when an item is repeated to resemble the input pattern the item
caused when initially presented. This component, labeled “cortical,” and plotted with
open symbols is an effective retrieval cue for items that followed the initial presentation of
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the item. The other component, which we refer to as contextual retrieval, enables the
repeated item to recover the contextual state that was present when the item was studied.
This component, labeled “hippocampal” and plotted with filled symbols, provides a
symmetric retrieval cue for the item’s neighbors. c. Best-fitting solution from TCM to the
final free recall linked-list lag CRP. The symbols with error bars represent the
experimental data with 95% confidence intervals (same as Figure 4b). The thick grey lines
that appear to connect the data points are the best-fitting values from TCM.
Figure 6. Model complexity analyses. The remote asymmetry index is shown as a function
of the adjacent asymmetry index for a variety of parameter values from TCM (black
symbols) and the heteroassociative mediated chaining model (grey symbols). There are
10,000 points for the heteroassociative model—the points are drawn with transparency to
allow the perception of depth. Only 4,000 points were generated for the TCM simulation.
For TCM, the vertical line of values with the adjacent factor at 1.0 are generated
simulations with values of γ < .2. The dark grey line is the diagonal.
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